
KESA Field Lining Job Description 

 
Duration: 

Contracted Job May-End September 

 

Duties: 

 Lay out the fields at the start of each season-early May-works best with about 4 other 

helpers-you must supply your 4 helpers. KESA can put out a call for additional helpers to 

sting lines 

 Paint lines on fields 

 Repaint lines about every 10-14 days May-June on all 4 soccer fields. July-Sept only 

need to maintain 2 soccer fields-one upper and one lower. 

 Week prior to Rovers Classic tournament must repaint Moir fields, lay out football field 

and paint lines as well as fields at Purcell in Kimberley and paint lines. 

  Maintain and clean line machine after each use 

  In case of equipment failure or breakdown – please notify the equipment manager as 

soon as reasonably possible. Equipment manager to notify field lining contact once 

machine repaired and back at Moir 

 Let the equipment manager know when paint is running low, or supplies are needed so 

they can get them to the field for you. When you have 5 paint jugs left, please let the 

equipment manager know. Let the equipment manager know when Jerry Can is running 

out of gas. 

 When you are needing a larger work party (field lay out days) let equipment manager 

and KESA president know in advance so communication can be sent out for volunteers. 

Hours: 

Hours expected are 1.5 hours per field per reline. Lay out days take 3 hours per field. The 

week before the Rovers Classic tournament you must be able to put in as many hours as 

needed to get the job done on both field locations (estimated at roughly 15 hours) 

 

Pay: 

The contract is for a total of $4000. Will be paid out at the end of each month as follows: 

 May $1250 

 June $1250 



  July $500 

  August $500 

  September $500 

 

KESA will provide the lining machines, paint and equipment needed to lay out the fields. 

We will provide a prep/cleanup checklist for the machines to be followed to extend the 

service life of the pumps. 

 

Tournament dates will be provided at the start of the season. 

 

Email resumes to info@kootenayeastsoccer.com 

mailto:info@kootenayeastsoccer.com

